EMERGENT TRANSPORTS

- Out-of-state transport
  - PA from HCA required
  - HCA # 13-835 form
  - HCA # 13-787 form

- Transport of a minor under Patient Initiated Treatment (PIT)
  - PCS Form

- Medical Ground Transport
  - No required documentation for claim submittal
  - Produce records upon request

- Mileage of 100+ miles one way
  - Trip report/run sheet
  - Narrative (why)

- Round/multiple trips, same day transport
  - Trip report/run sheet

- Transport of incarcerated person
  - Trip report/run sheet
  - Inmates facility will reimburse for services
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NON-EMERGENT TRANSPORT

- Transport of incarcerated person
  - Trip report/run sheet
  - Inmates facility will reimburse for services
- Alternative destination transport
  - EPA
    - HCA # 13-680 form
  - HCA # 13-680 form

- Transport of a minor under Patient Initiated Treatment (PIT)
  - PCS form
- Transport to a facility of higher level of care
  - PCS form
  - Prior auth from HCA

- Transport to a facility of lower care
  - HCA # 13-835 form
  - HCA # 13-950 form

- Transport with 100+ mileage one way
  - Narrative (why)
  - Trip report/run sheet

- Transport of an ITA detainee to and from a court competency
  - PCS form
  - Court order signed by DMHP/DCDS

- SUD ITA transports
  - HCA # 42-0003 form completed / signed by DCR
  - Trip report/run sheet

- Round trip transport
  - Trip report/run sheet
  - PCS form
  - HCA # 13-835 form
  - Prior auth from HCA

- Transport to a facility of equivalent level of care
  - PCS form

- Transport to an E&T for voluntary MH/SUD services
  - PCS form

- MH ITA transports
  - HCA # 42-0003 form completed / signed by DCR

Select ground ambulance transport (as listed in the provider billing guide)

PCS form

EPA 870001404
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